Library Research Workshop

*WSDB 290*

Introduction to Historical Perspectives in Women's Studies

[http://bit.do/wsdb290cm](http://bit.do/wsdb290cm)
From your course outline & assignment descriptions...
Required:

Course Readings:
Library Course Reserves

http://bit.do/wsdb290cm
20th century feminist author: criteria are:

“justification of your choice...”

“...research and writing”
Term paper:

- based on one of the course’s related topics and shall refer to at least one course reading

- shall introduce a 20th century perspective, with some Canadian content, to be reflected in your sources

- graded according to research and content... originality
Term Paper Proposal &
Annotated Bibliography:

4-5 entries from:

• books or
• articles published in peer-reviewed journals

recent sources
(less than 10 years as a general rule...)

http://bit.do/wsdb290cm
What about formatting?